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“Providing you with the best fighting chance to prevail 
when litigation is brought against your company.” 
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As an added benefit of your insurance policy with NBIS, we will make recommendations to re-underwrite your contracts (short term, 
long term, work tickets) with our preferred contractual language to ensure the greatest amount of protection in the event of a loss. 

 
For years, contracts have played an important part in lawsuits brought on by construction site accidents, and contract language has been 
a deciding factor in determining which way judgment is rendered. Contract language can be the difference between complete risk transfer 
and policy limit losses, both when the language is effective and ineffective. By utilizing NBIS preferred contract language for all your 
company’s contracts, in accordance to each state’s laws, you can effectively optimize risk transfer potential, mitigate losses, and future 
insurance costs. Additionally, by implementing NBIS preferred contract language, your company could save 50% on your General 
Liability deductible.   

 
NBIS must receive a copy of your company’s current work ticket or contract prior to initiating the in-depth review.  During the review, all 
key contract provisions are cross referenced against your individual states’ applicable case law in key areas like indemnity and insurance.  
Proposed changes are inserted into your existing contract and provided to you for review. 

 
Once the key changes have been identified, NBIS works with you to update your work tickets or contracts to include NBIS preferred language, 
while keeping the design, logo, and business terms consistent with the original document.  Contract requests will be responded to in the 
order they are received.  Turnaround time will be determined by the contract workload at the time the request is made. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

KEY PROVISIONS OF NBIS PREFERRED LANGUAGE 
 
Maximum Anticipated Ground Bearing Pressure: The Federal Government under OSHA 1926.1402 places the responsibility for ground 
conditions on the Controlling Entity, likewise, the current volume of ASME B30.5 states that Site Supervisor and/or Lift Director are 
responsible for ensuring that the operating area for the crane is suitable for the crane with respect to levelness, surface conditions and 
support capability. Both Fed OSHA and the current volume of ASME B30.5 set a requirement for ground conditions that can adequately 
support the Equipment and place that responsibility on designated parties. This new wording in industry standards and Government 
regulations are a true benefit to our crane industry however, it is important to communicate what is required to the Contractor that uses 
the equipment and the support needed under the outrigger pads and matting to keep our cranes upright. It would be helpful by providing 
the Contractor with the maximum anticipated ground bearing pressure generated by the Equipment, although it is not stated in the 
standard or regulation to be our responsibility. In many claims we may have been more successful in transferring the ground condition 
liability if the required Maximum Anticipated Ground Bearing Pressure generated by the Equipment had been provided. In a lift plan or 
critical lift this is usually performed but not in taxi crane or concrete pumping service. We need to change the way we do business and use 
these tools to our advantage and work smarter. 
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Duration of Contract Terms and Conditions:  We have added to the Crane Rental Service Agreement a duration of project provision, that 
binds the Contractor to the terms and conditions for the duration of the project in the event the contract was not executed on a 
particular day. We have all seen situations where the Operator gets the rental ticket signed Monday through Thursday but fails to get the 
rental ticket signed on Friday. On Friday there is an incident and unfortunately the rental ticket wasn’t signed by the Contractor, this 
scenario makes for an uphill battle when trying to get a reviewing Court to rule favorably on enforcement of the Rental Agreement Terms 
and Conditions. It is more probable that a reviewing Court could reasonably determine there is no binding Agreement in the absence of 
the signatures of the contracting parties on the day of the incident. This new addition extends the Terms and Conditions throughout the 
duration of the project.  
 
Subcontractors: We have added a signatory line for Subcontractors to establish a contractual relationship between the Crane or Pump 
Company and any 3rd Party Subcontractor who has been hired by the Contractor to work in conjunction with Crane or Pump Company to 
perform their work. Specifically, we have modified the indemnity and insurance provisions to account for these situations and to protect 
the crane or pump company where you may have a relationship with the Contractor that rented the crane or pump but not the 
company that uses the equipment. 
 
Indemnification: State specific indemnification is a key provision in any contractual agreement. It allows you to be protected against any 
anticipated loss or damage, for which your customer accepts responsibility. 

 
Insurance: An insurance requirement provision in your agreement is the easiest way to shield your company from losses. If an insurance 
requirement provision is included in your contract and a loss occurs, the loss can be tendered to the customer’s insurance carrier behind 
the scenes. By providing this, many times, your customer will not be involved in this process and business relationships will not be 
compromised. 

 
Operation of Equipment Provision: This provision is vital, because it provides a strong “borrowed servant” argument for the actions taken 
by your operator. It is common in a crane rental situation for the crane operator to be working under the direction and control of 
another party, whether it be the general contractor, another subcontractor, or your customer. Normally, your operator will be told by 
someone outside of your company where to set up, what to pick, and will be given signals by another party. Therefore, the operator is 
acting directly under the orders of another company besides yours. In addition to what is currently stated in your contract we have 
added a provision that will further protect the standard of care and responsibilities in accordance with the current volume of the 
ASME standard (American Society of Mechanical Engineers) that  further defines the roles and responsibilities of each party at the 
jobsite based each parties performance of work involving the crane or pump.  
 
Entire Agreement Clause: We have added a superseding clause to address situations wherein multiple contracts are in play; the 
superseding clause, added to your contract, will assist us in positioning the contract as the prevailing document, superseding all prior 
oral and written agreements. 
 
Conditions - Ground/Power Lines/Rigging: This provision further outlines responsibilities of your customer. One of the responsibilities 
outlined in this provision is the responsibility for ground conditions and ground stability. Often, your operator will not be knowledgeable 
of the ground conditions where the crane will be operating, especially if this is the first day on a jobsite. The regulations require you, and 
therefore, your operator, to provide support under the outrigger pad that resists crushing, bending, and breaking. There can often be 
subsurface voids that affect the stability of the ground in which the crane is located. Further, it is not uncommon to have water pipes 
culverts, tanks, etc. below the ground. These can break, causing ground problems which can eventually lead to crane overturns.  
 
Another area of concern is energized power lines. Our recommended provision states that it is the responsibility of the customer leasing 
the equipment to keep the equipment away from power line hazards, and to get the power lines de-energized if the equipment will be 
working around power lines. We have seen claims in which a signalman signaled the equipment to boom down, and the operator 
boomed down directly into a power line.  
 
The rigging provision basically states that the customer will take responsibility for the adequacy of the rigging and that it is the 
customer’s duty to inspect the rigging. Further, this also addresses the problem of your company’s involvement in the rigging. Many 
times, crane companies are only hired to provide a crane and an operator and are only paid for the crane and operator service. However, 
customers often expect that rigging is included with the service, even though it may not be. This can cause many problems when an 
accident occurs, because often the rigging responsibility is not outlined. This provision outlines that it is the customer’s responsibility. Of 
course, if you are hired to do the rigging and paid to do the rigging, this part of the provision can be cut out for that particular job. 
Customer assumes the responsibility for the method of rigging and agrees that all persons involved in the rigging process are qualified 
according to OSHA’s definition 1926.1401 and are under customer’s direct supervision and control. 

 
No Reliance on Load Measure Device: A load measuring device provision is an essential element that protects your company and 
further outlines the responsibility of your customer. It states that the customer will maintain the proper equipment requirements, as well 
as, agrees to take full responsibility for any and all measurements and weight of the load. The customer also acknowledges that the load 
measuring device is an operator aide and any dependence on such equipment is at their own risk. By including this in your agreement, it 
will further protect your company from decisions made on a jobsite regarding your equipment and holds your customer responsible for 
their actions. 
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Authorized Signature: The authorized signature provision ensures that the representative signing the agreement(s) understands and 
represents that they have full authority to sign the agreement on behalf of the business entities. This protects your company by 
expressly stating the person signing the contract has authority to enter into the contract. If a loss would occur, we would have a good 
argument against the company/contractor when they claim the contract is invalid because the person signing didn’t have authority to 
do so. 
 
Double Protection:  Your company should be providing a written quote in advance of a job. If there is no written quote, you should 
consider using quotes. NBIS recommends including the exact Terms and Conditions, from your rental ticket, with the quote, or your 
rental ticket Terms and Conditions should be included on your company website by reference in the quote. 
 

 
DISCLAIMER: The recommendations above provide your company relevant contractual language that can allow you to present your position in the event a liability claim has been brought 
against your company. NBIS recommends your company consult with your own legal counsel to be sure it adequately and accurately protects your company. 
 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

ADDITIONAL AGREEMENTS 
 

NBIS policyholders have the following additional agreements available to them.  Should your company need one of these agreements, 
please send an email to RiskManagement@nbis.com.  Contract requests will be responded to in the order they are received.  
Turnaround time will be determined by the contract workload at the time the request is made. 
 

Bare Equipment Rental Agreement – This Agreement is used when renting equipment, such as forklifts, aerial lifts, or scissor lifts, 
unmanned, without an operator. 
 

Bare Hoist Rental Agreement – This Agreement is used when renting a material hoist, unmanned, without an operator. 
 

Bill of Lading – This BOL should be used when hauling cargo for any customer. 
 

Borrowed Equipment Use Agreement – Anytime a Contractor allows a Subcontractor to utilize the leased equipment, this contract 
should be executed. 
 
Homeowner’s Waiver of Liability – When working on a residential property, this Agreement should be executed by the owner of the 
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residential property. This Agreement offers protection to the equipment company against third-party claims arising from any damage to 
the property and/or utilities as a result of the equipment operations. 
 

Leased Employee Agreement – This Agreement is used when the equipment rental company is providing the Customer with 
Employee(s) and the Employee(s) is being paid by the equipment rental company.  
 

Lift Plan Disclaimer – This disclaimer acknowledges that Crane Company must be notified, and Crane Company must agree, should any 
changes in the Lift Plan occur. 
 

Manned Equipment Rental Agreement – This Agreement is used when renting equipment with an operator. 
 

Master Cargo Hauling Agreement – This Agreement is used when a third-party is hired to haul cargo for your company. 
 

Mobile Crane Rental Addendum for Master Service Agreement (MSA) – This agreement is used when signing an Upper Tier Contract 
(MSA).  The GC renting the Crane is required to get all the subcontractors to sign this Addendum to protect both the GC and the Crane 
Company. 
 

Owner Operator Agreement – This Agreement is used when a company desires to transport cargo utilizing an independent trucking 
contractor. 
 

Purge Certification – Containers – This Agreement is used when certification is required that a container has been purged or emptied of 
its contents prior to lifting. 
 

Standard Rigging Agreement – This Agreement is used when the equipment company provides the rigging services. 
 

Subcontractor Agreement – This Agreement is used when an equipment company subcontracts some or all of the work to a third-party.  
 

Tower Crane Erection and Dismantling Agreement – This Agreement is used when the customer hires a third-party subcontractor to 
perform the A/D of a Tower Crane. 
 

Tower Crane Rental Addendum for Master Service Agreement (MSA) – This agreement is used when signing an Upper Tier Contract 
(MSA).  The GC renting the Crane, when educated, will be able to add this into their contract and allows all the subcontractors to sign 
this Addendum to protect both the GC and the Crane Company. 
 

Used Equipment Sales Contract – This Agreement is used when facilitating a sale of used equipment. 
 

Weekly Manned Crane Rental Agreement – This Agreement is used when the duration of a job is expected to last more than one day. 
 

Yard/Warehouse Storage Agreement – This Agreement is used when a customer requests to store its personal property/equipment at 
your yard.  
 

Third Party Contract Review – Upper tier/third-party contract reviews (contracts you are asked to sign by a third party) should be 
conducted by your own legal counsel.  Review and/or recommendations of the language contained in an Upper tier/third party contract 
cannot be completed by NBIS. 

 
It is our sincere hope that your company will take advantage of this policy holder service. Together, by implementing the 
necessary changes in the contractual documents that govern the relationships on a jobsite, we can provide you with the best 
“fighting chance” if a claim is made.  If your company hasn’t submitted your contracts to NBIS yet, please send them to: 

 

 Baltimore Risk Management Office: 
8221 Ritchie Highway, Suite 302 

Pasadena, MD 21122 
Phone: 877-720-RMSS (7677) 

send via Email:  RiskManagement@nbis.com 

The materials presented herein are for reference only. Contract review will not and cannot determine all legal or compliance responsibilities for 
your company with all federal or state or local laws. Any materials delivered will be shared with the understanding that the NBIS is not 
engaged in rendering legal advice. If legal advice or other expert assistance is required by you or your or individual circumstances, the services 
of a competent professional should be sought. 

 


